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Sign up
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“Can we sign 
up again, 
mum?”
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Most popular streaming 
service for  

0-5 years olds



Most popular streaming 
service for  

6-9 years olds
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Sign up





Don’t read



Don’t understand



Can’t accept terms 



















How do we make 
them want to sign up?



Build 
motivation!







What’s our 
super power?



What’s our 
super power?

Content











How do we explain 
signing up?



Visualizing the 
abstract



















How do we make it 
more tempting?



Gamifying it
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Making it come 
alive



Unlock your 
own space!





Unlock your 
own space!



















Video inn i statisk app, ting å tenke på:  
Fysisk prop for å representere et digitalt element (eksempel fra oppdateringsvarsel)













Invest upfront
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Video
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On brand Personality
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Delight

for everyone









A bear-like figure with yellow, 

woolly fur, checkered ears in 

pink, and big pleading eyes



An avatar with blue, tousled fur 

and moose-like horns, wearing a 

mischievous smile.»







It went well



What can we take 
with us?



Trigger curiosity 

Think storytelling 

Speak directly 

Details that bring joy
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Thank you!

rebekka.valdmanis.morken@nrk.no  

charlotte.amdahl.midthun@nrk.no 
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